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Mors and Better Cultivation-Dat First.

Attitude of Administration on Pri-
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Secretary Dallinger In an Address Before National Irrigation Congress
Urges Uniform State Laws
Country More Thrifty.

By HARRY G. BEAl CHAMP
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Forest Area of the South
The south, with 17 per cent of ti
total area of the Putted State,,
tains about 42 per cent of the total
forest area cf the country.

ROOTS OF THE SUGAR BEETS

HE ELEMENT in Mexico tint u stirring ap a revolution is
intensely Imtile : the peoplf f the United Sintes and
would like t.. dn. owl the bated Yankee invaders, unmindful
of what the "Gringoet" hm daw
MVesofi tin- conntrjr.
I have ipeBt the major part of the last 10 JW1 in northern Mexico an.l MB fairly veil ersed us to the situation and
1 can tell you now
that the revoprevalent public opinion.
lution will be o failure. Even should Diaz die it would not

eep

Last year we began to investigate
the root system of sugar beets, believing that by so doing we could
more nearly come to some conclusions
as to the methods of cultivation.
As soon as the Bmall beet appears
above the ground, the top root has
length of three to four
attained
Inches; from this time on the growth
is very rapid, plants one week old
have side roots two inches in length.
The top root grows downward continually unless it meets with some obstruction, in that case It will either
grow sideways or become a very
much sprangle rooted plant. It must
be borne in mind that the main root
or beet cannot draw any nourishment
from the soil; this must naturally be
done by the small or fibrous roots
that are found on both sides of the

"
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Algeria Likes Condenaed Milk
in operation and has seen on the one
two and three weeks of age the plant
And sought for the secrets of lite.
Algeria in common with many other
ini that his nephews havt nvestments in Mexico amounting to not less hand the desert covered with sage made but very slow growth after such Have traveled the paths that were trav
of the backward countries of the east,
led before.
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African Ivory
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and is plain beast of burden more vaproof
number
Fair ladles have led In the hall end the luable alive than dead.
'
the later part of the season.
When yon think of it. nothing is of completion a smaller
court
In
engaged
jects than it now is
B7 ELIZABETH McCULLEM
We have often seen fields where
The belles and the beaux had their
greater importance than tin proper prepaI cannot Conceive of any
farmers irrigate in order to keep from
day:
Story of a Maine Cat
ration of daily food. What ro eat. how to thing which will contribute more to cultivating; there is a great difference They invited on through B'od and threuRh
Folsom of Lowell, Me,
Warren
J.
prosperity
evil report
the two. cultivation is not for
cook it and how to serve it are things the permanent wealth and
Content with their pomp and their last spring moved from his mother's
of the reclamation states and territo the sole purpose of destroying weeds.
sway.
food
and
which no woman can afford to neglect.
ries than the continued construction but to loosen the soil so that the roots Hut Where aro they now? This we learn home to a home of his own, a distanca
of five miles. The family cat was taken
on, the broadest possible scale of Irri- may penetrate it more easily and to
from the belle'
causes indigestion and ill he dth.
And the royetertng blade and the fop: in a box in the evening from his motworks.
gation
obget
With
By
we
cooking.
irrigating
is
it.
ruined in the
air into
A great deal of food in this country
of life's story these few words her's home to his. The cat has developThe danger which the government tain just the opposite of that which is The whole
Will tel- lfine markets, with plcntv of everything brought to our doors, we waste, Is seeking to overcome is the estabed the habit of gong back to it's foalways
a tombstone on top.
There's
desired; we pack the soil and shut the
rmer home and staying a day or two
destroy and throw away food which in other countries where people are lishment of small irrigation projects air from the roots.
'Til limned in the flittering bauble of and then returning to the new borne
The one great lesson that we must
economical is used to tin,' best advantage. And then we wonder why we in localities where, by such establishfame,
ment, the larger opportunities are de- learn more thoroughly than all else In
and staying two or more days, and
'Tis breathed in the sigh of defeat,
continue poor.
stroyed, thus preventing enormous beet culture is more and better culti- 'Tls clicked in the dlee that are thrown again going back with great regularity
in the game,
We might as wtll wonder why we arc plain when we might he beauareas of lands from ever acquiring vation; but not too late in the season,
'Tis one in fair play or deceit;
Never Touched Him
as then we break too many leaves The rush and the struggle, tile deed and
tiful and cross when we might be cheerful. Our foolish extravagance is the use of water.
For lack of funds the government
the dream
tee plants and this Is detrimental
Tea," said the amatuer fisherman.
at the bottom of most of tin: trouble. Each girl should know how to at present often is required to sur- from
stop
Must
at
tense
all
moment
on'
for the best results.
three-pountrout yesterNo matter what else in this world there "I caught a
market, how. to eater and how to cook, and then when she marries she render possibilities in water approprimay seem.
day and while at the ed of my lis
loss
mean
enormous
an
will make a good wife, either for a poor man or a rich man. Good cook- ations which
There's always a tombstone on top.
AID IMMIGRANT IN LOCATING
In midair it was seized by a hawk and
in future development of irrigation
Carried off."
ing demands 'as much thought as any other good thing.
ap
fully
works, and I fear this is not
"You'r all right," rejoined the vfl.
preciated. It Is for this reason that Suggested That Loans Be Made to
PeoFrugal
grocer. "Such a trifle as filial
These
Thrifty
and
lage
disletter from a voting at times private enterprises are
One sentence in
ple Seeking Homes.
the weight of a fish before it ia landthe government
to
posed
that
contend
man asKing me
r advice is the keynote is obstructing their interests, while
ed can't Impair your standing In the
In his annual address before the Na
of an unfortunate situation in which I be- - from the larger view their interests
Ananias club."
tional congress, recently held at Sponovo othei young men often find them are obstructing greater possibilities kane, President George E.
Barstow,
for larger areas of Irrigable land.
i lie plaint
ves.
to wnicn i reter in tins
amcüg other things:
Undismayed.
Ours is a nation of busy people, a said
DIRECTORY
OKLAHOMA
"The National government has
fiancee
?e read something like this: "My
Tried to the breaking point of his
nation of great resources and possi
passed
law
a
providing
estabfor
the
endurance, the man arises from his
wavs expects me to spend about nan oi bilities, and most favorably situated
lishment of a bureau of immigration. desk, grasps the book agent by the
trade and commerce. Its wealth to
Nice light bread and flaky biscuits
my week's salary upon her each week, leav- for
Immigrants
upon
aid
the
to
locate
is greater than that of any single
collar, rushes htm to the door and
can be made from
home
for
building, but should heads him for the street, planting a
ing me but a little with which to pay my country, even of France and Germany lands
not the National government go a step
kick upon the place deboard and other expenses. How do you combined, and this wealth is increasfurther? Shall I be regarded as preaching at a fabulous rate.
signed and provided by nature to reInsist on this brand, and you
suppose she thinks I can save enough to
ing paternalism or socialism when ceive kicks. With a howl of pain
Muoh of it has been accumulated by
By BETTY VINCENT
he
are sure to have the best
suggesting
Naduty
that
of
the
the
build a home?"
by
the sacrifice and
seizes his foot In both hands.
the destruction,
"VOIR C.ROCKK HELIX IT
government
may
tional
be
In
found
o
"My toe! My toe!" he cries. "It is
nature's gifts.
There are far too many girls like this by the waste
providing
proper safeguard a broken!"
It is a fortunate circumstance that fund whichunder
young: man's finacee. Whether they arc
may be used to make
Suavely the book agent turns, deft
the country has been brought to un
THE CARVER-DENN- Y
engaged to a man or not they deliberate!) plate him in a position where derstand the importance of utilizing loans to enable this frugal and thrifty ly removes the offending volume from
of
people
class
to
homes
locate
under
a capacious pocket In the rear of his
and saving our natural wealth and government
it is necessary for him to spend money that he can ill afford.
CHIROPRACTIC COLLEGE
Irrigation plants. The
When a girl would be delighted to accompany her brother to the making it possible for the nation to great cities are the maelstrom of our trousers, and says:
Begins it eixth college year Oct. 1st
continue to prosper, and for the gen"Permit me to call your attention to
theater in a street car, and even view the performance from the gallery, erations that are to come to have nation. Thulr citizens would soon beDr. Healem's Family Compendium of Or. A.C.McC.ll,S.4., Dr. WOUrd Carter, Pn
some share in that prosperity, espe- come effeminate and decayed, save as Cures for Everything.' I am now sell
why is it necessary for her to have a cab and the liest seats in the orchescall at out catUiL oma reanima
no element of the nation's they can draw upon our country and ing the few remaining sample copies Cm. Tiki at mww - - OkkW
tra when she accompanies a young man whom she knows to be relatively cially sincegreater
simple
life.
wealth is
than that contained
at half price. On page 38 you will
"There Is too much unwarranted find in simple terms full
MALTH0ID
in the same financial position as her brother?
in the soil.
directions for
prejudice
against
many of the nationfirst aid to broken bones of all sorts."
It is so easy for two people to spend $10 or even $15 on an evening's For this reason, if for no other, the alities coming to our
shores. .
"C.
of reclamation of the arid and
entertainment, and when this sum is compared with the earning' capacity work
"There are no doubt some of the
EST IYU
semi-arilands of the west Is worthy
Kind
That
of
a
Man.
of the average man it is ridiculously large.
& Gartskk Co., Oklahoma City
of first Importance in the development people of each nationality undesiraCurtis
of
a
"What
man
kind
is
Jabber?"
How, as the young man in my U tter says, do the girls expect a man of the na! ..i's resources. Every acre ble. But, time has shown that WhethWholesale Manufacturers of Sash and
er Huns or Slavs, Italians or Chinese asks the person with the,
Doors, Hardwood Finish Office ana nana
beard.
ever to save for a home? lie a little more thoughtful, girls. Don't try of irrigated land will be needed in the or Japanese they make good
citizens.
Fixtures. Ask your Lumber Dealer.
nation's economy
"Why,
he's
a
of
kind
rethis
man,"
to make the men of your acquaintance believe that you are accustomed to
"I desire to Impress on you the imIn a century we have, passed from a portance
plies
the
with
individual
the
sandof giving the federal governluxuries you have never had.
purely agricnltural country to an in
papered face. "If you look at a therment to understand
the people
mometer and found that it registered
It is the girl who cares enough for the man and herself not to impose dustrial and commercial country, but oi tne nation demandthatthat
Write. MU k Bosk
the rewe have not outgrown the necessity
clamation fund shall be forthwith sup- ten degrees cooler than you thought Southwestern Mfg. Co. Oklahoma City
on his good nature that makes the popular comrade and the loved wife.
for agriculture.
It
should,
you
grew
and
comfortable
by
plemented
the creation and
sale from .time to time of gold from that Impression. Jabbers would
Impcr tance of Irrigation Work.
come
Of course there have been cases of prearound and explain to you that SHERMAN MACHINE &
The Importance of the irrigation bonds to the total sum of (5,000,000
VOUU. aacan Cotton Clautm u Oiaalu
mature burial, but most reports of such movement is indicated by the work In order that much more rapid work the thermometer was out of order."
osSiowSrl
""
SX"
may
placed
occurrences may be set down as myths.
that has been done thus far. The tion's bearid lands. In reclaiming the na
Easy
Him.
for
This ame
Very often a muscular movement of a national reclamation act was passed nuns its application as to the principle
"Do you think your congressman
reclaim.
CIUERT8
At that time the governIn 1903.
can explain his vote on the tariff bill TANKS
been
Ing
swamp
of
has
our
origin
of
a sensational ment had title In 16 states to
the
corpse
land
improveand
strait
luiunssor
a total ment of our natural
to the satisfaction of hla constitu,
W.
lit
waicrways. When
SWANBA BROS.
story of the interment of a live person.
riB.
of 600,000,000 acres of arid land, or
ents?" asks the visitor.
all
these
arid
lands
shall
have
been
was
CARDS
which
estimated sufficient
it
Under the present system of death cer"Syre," responds the native, con- SCHOOL S?.J S00ÍS, POST
could be reclaimed to support 50,000,000 cultivated by Irrigation,, we shall have fidently. "Why, he can come
home at
opportunity
tification in vogue in nearly all communifor
about
TABLETS, SCHOOL Sürmw
25,000,000
addi
people. With the projects now under
three in the morning
'make his
ties there is scant danger of anyone being way, the reclamation service will by tional population with an annual in- wife believe his reasonsand
for missing
agricultural
of
products
1911 have made fruitful nearly 2,000,-00- crease
buried alive.
the last car."
amounting to $6,500.000,000."
acres, at an estimated cost of
Some authorities go to the extreme of
SHORTHAND
There are 40,000,000 acres of
SCHOOL OF
Lid and Handle.
By DR. W. R. DUNCAN
Success in Chickens.
.
. .
caution in arguing that there is no posi- arid lands susceptible to reclamation
H
you
are having success with any
If
i ui gums earn,
said the man at
tive, it ref ragibjle proof of death except in by Irrigation,
breed of fowls continue to raise that tne uary (ind.) depot. "I understand
IK-?ureea, au matter w ii at otners sav that the lid la off at Atlantic City."
cipient putrefaction and hold it to be wise
"The Man of the Hour."
NATIONAL Of !
"Why leave home?" asked his
about the merits of their breeds; but
fel WESTERN
to provide mortuary waiting rooms where the remains should be kept until
With cattle, hogs, sheep, horses breed your own up to something betJreiCaO.
low citizen. "The handle Is on at
and grain selling at top prices, with ter. Get new breeders or eggs for 0ary
.
MtiniiwiHilhuJ knUUM
the first signs of decomposition are visible.
generous spring
and an abun- batching such, from others as oftec
Here he cast a portentous wink
In some parts of Germany they have adopted a scheme of attaching dance of waterrains
for irrigation, the as necessary; and keep heading to Jag which had Just arrived by express.
beebe implemeits
d
to the hand of a deceased person, but there ia no record of the western farmer is "the man of the ward the front always. Do
a
not be
mm VELIC VEHICLES
hour."
ringing of the bell vnder such conditions.
content with scrubs or dunghills.
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Compiling His Works.
Patriarch Explains Why H Has Refused Tempting Offers to tecture
tlvcs on Mountain Top Over
looking Trisco Bay.

v-- b

San Francisco Sitting on the door
step of his cabin borne, Tbe Hites,
2 .000 feet up In tbe mountains behind
Oakland. Joaquin Miller, "the Poet of
tbe Sierras," explained the other day
why be had refused an offer to tour
the United Sutes and England as a
lecturer.
It was neither because the patriarch
poet Is averse to revisiting tbe scenes
of his first triumphs as an exponent
of the native wonders of the country
to the west of the Rockies, nor be.
cause a money Inducement was lacking.
The nature lover won't come
down out of his mountain home until
be has finished his work of compiling a combination autobiography, history and all bis poems he believes are
worth perpetuating. There are to be
six volumes, and proofs of the first
volume have just been delivered to
the author.
For many years, how many no one
on the mountain side or in Oakland Is
able to say, Joaquin Miller has made
his headquarters on the big sweeping
table land on the very top of the mountain overlooking San Francisco bay,
and as far back as the' oldest inhabitant's memory goes be has always supported one or more youthful, aspiring
artists and poets. To house these proteges the poet has built from time to
time replicas of bis own caMn, until
there are a dozeu little,
buildings, each one containing
only one room and all with high
peaked roofs and stained glass win-
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Before they were born I took every care of
my own health aid lived as much as possible in the open air. Before Edith was
born I spent months on our yacht cruising
around, as it was summer, in fact, she was
born at sea. Then I have nursed my babies
myself, except twice, when Illness rendered
It impossible for me to do so. I do not believe in starillzcd milk nor itatent
A baby is like a little puppy. If you
want it to grow One and strong and fat, you
must give it the rlpbt start, and nothing has
yet been discovered that takes the place of
the food that nature intended for a child.
"In raising my children my plan has been
ui a ring mem up to be simple and
hardy. Not one of my children hrs
baby-food-

fíM

GOULD AM) MISS GLORIA

W

E LEARN from the scientists
of the census bureau and
others who have made a

Old Joaquin Miller Busy

study of that Interesting but
erratic bird, the stork, that
its favorite habitat is in the
cottage of the poor rather than In the
of the rich, and that In no

-'
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other place in the world Is It more seldiversion for our children to endom seen than along Fifth avenue.
courage them In athletic sports.
and a
The borne of Mr. George J. Gould,
We have a
riding-ring- ,
and tennis and
however. Is an exception to thts rule.
"
squash-courtand the children
Seven times the domestic bird has visited and blessed that abode, each timet
have their ponies and ride and
so!
leaving a baby so strong and lusty,
drive a great deal. The boys
big and beautiful, that it fully Justified;
were particularly Interested In
the fond parents' declaration that It
polo, and Kingdon, my oldest
was the finest child ever born. Betson, at 15 was considered one of
In the
ter still, the 'Gould children have
the best
grown up to be almost perfect specicountry. Jay was also a fine
mens of physical health, and they are
so. Intelligent id so natural and unaffected in character that it seems
worth while to tell how this result
has been accomplished, and how a
wise father and mother have enabled
their children to lead the simple life
in the midst of millions and a luxury
THE MISSES EDITH MD GLORÍA
that makes that of the fabled Sybar
ites look like a makeshift with which
ever had on a stitch of flannel, not even a
one could get along if one had to.
flannel petticoat. They have warm wraps
When you want to, dive to the heart of a myswhen they go out of doors, but in the house
tery the French shrug their shoulders and spread
they wear little socks and
and
out their hands, and say: "Cherchez la femme."
cotton or woolen clothes.
If you desire to And the key to any family situahousehold
They
Uve
of
on
simplest
also
the
and plainest
the
tion and know why the children
food cereals and eggs, tender steaks and
are what they are virile or weakly, Bturdy litpotential
good
jellyfish,
flabby
roast meat, with plenty of vegetables
tle men and women or
and fruit, and the simplest sort of dessert
citizens of worth or mere cumberers of the
adage
when they have any at all. No pies and
ground you must act as If the old French
pastry, and no nibbling at candy all day for
read: "Cherchez la mere."
them. I also put great stress on absolute
It is the mother that counts where children are
regularity in eating, and no matter who
concerned, and so I sought out Mrs. George J.
else waits, the children have their meals
Gould, and asked her for her recipe for bringing
exactly on the stroke of the clock.
up a family. I found her in their magnificent
"We are a very domestic family, and the
suite of apartments at the Plaza hotel, surroundchildren have their breakfast and lunch,
There was her
ed, like Cornelia, by her Jewels.
which is really their dinner, with Mr. Gould
daughter Marjorle, a lovely, slim slip of a girl,
and myself, but until they are 16 years old
one of the debutantes and belles of the season,
they have their supper at a little after six
come In to tell of the delights of the ball of the
o'clock, and only have something very light
night before. There was Edith, a sturdy little
to cat They never come to dinner, unless
miss of seven, hanging upon her mother's shoulx&jKF jSr
::''::::í;:ííiVí
M&bbbs
upon their birthdays it is permitted as a
tK
der. There was George, a shy lad of 12, poking
great treat. Why, Marjorle never came to
his head In between the portieres from time to
dinner regularly until last year, and she is
time. Tbe other children were absent, and a mostill so attached to the nursery tea that
tor was being sent to her school for Vivian, and
AHB COULD AtO THE MM3 EDITH AJÍO GLORIA
when we are down at Georgian Court she
another to Columbia University for Kingdon and
often eats with the children by preference.
Jay, for the day was bitter cold and snowy. Baby
player, but after Kingdon went to Columbia the
"Of course I have so many other duties that it game was
Gloria, who Is only two and a half years old, was
somewhat broken up; so as there was
bamy
her
with
always
with
possible
me
to
Court
Georgian
for
be
not
is
at
winter
spending the
at Lakewood he
a fine professional tennis-playe- r
ready
got
one
being
nurse
so
I
kept
a
trained
for
each
were
and
bies,
trinket
grandmother, and
took up court tennis instead. It Is a game that re
years
old,
was
or
a
two
she
half
and
and
until
he
to send to her there.
quires unusual strength and quickness of motion,
past the teething-time- ;
but there is never a night, but he soon bejasae so expert at It that when he,
The room Itself was a very temple of motherroom
go
day,
not
I
even
sacdo
into
each
to
this
that
ruthlessly
hood, for its empire tone had been
was 17 he won the American championship, and
the last thing before going to bed, and tuck the when he was 18 he carried oft the English chamrificed before family affection and love of things
my
tight
good
own
hands,
down
and
with
covers
pionship, which to, of course, the championship of
homelike, and everywhere on walls and mantles
around each child. And I have nursed every one the world.
and tables there were photographs of the chilmy
they
when
own
my
hands
children with
of
dren Jay In tennis flannels when he won the
"Neither Mr. Gould nor myself Is an advocate of
championship of the world, Kingdon with his first were sick. I had trained nurses, of course, but
boarding-schools- .
We believe that the very best
Marjorle
chUd,
too. When
mustache, marvelously like a young- edition of I sat up with the sick
can have during the
children
that
associations
spell of scarlet fever in France
the kaiser, Marjorle In her debutante gown, and had that fearful
formative years of their lives are home associathe summer before last, and when it seemed utbaby pictures innumerable.
tion:), and that no guardianship is equal to the
terly impossible for her to recover, her father
mother. Therein the midst of all tais evidence of a mother's
day or night for weeks. The loving watchfulness of a father and
never
left
her
and
I
tn
figure
fore we have kept our children right in the home
brooding love sat Mrs. Gould, a radiant
malignant case
was
most
the
said
that
it
doctors
as
nost, and have had them educated by tutors and
e
silk, as young looking almost
trailing
they ever saw, and that nothing but her marvelher own daughter, and I thought that if I were an ous strength pulled her through. They said that governesses
paint her as a triumphant
artist I should like-t"In educating the children we have tried to deIf she bad been a French girl she certainly would
velop each one along the line of his or her own
modern Madonna, a woman to whom motherhood
died.
have
natural bent. For instance, Marjorle adores readhas brought nothing but joy, and whose children
"I believe that the chief thing about raising
ing, particular poetry and romance. She is a good
are her crown of happiness. She has had all that
children up to be well and strong to to bring them musician and, as I said, speaks four languages; but
women crave, has this woman who la a darling
of the goda.
First abe had success and fame, up tn the country where they can have plenty of she does not care for what you might call tie
fresh air and room for exercise, and freedom. It drudgery of study, and I have not afflicted her with
which she won by her own genius; then she was
was for the benefit of our children that we went it But Vivian has a profound mind. She loves to
given love and marriage and enormous wealth
down to Lakewood and built Georgian Court The study and to delve Into deep subjects.
and 'high social position. She has beauty that is
second floor of the house Is devised especially for
still undlmmed, but the best that Ufe has given
"I am very proud of my two big boys. They are
the children, and the sunniest room In It Is for clever, and they are strong, manly boys, and best
her is her children, and It la good to hear her
the
sunniest
next
for
baby
and
the
the
ay so.
of all. In a mother's eyes, they are good boys.
and we's always had great times and ceremonies
Neither of them hns ever caused me a moment's
"My acquaintances hare sometimes pitied me,"
way
give
for
to
had
reigning
monarch
the
when
Kingdon Is 21
uneasiness or a single heart-panhe said with a smile, "because I huve had ao
nursery
have
and
his
queen
of
the
king
or
new
a
and Jay Is 20, and neither of them smokes or has
many bables, bnt I have not one child too many.
up
on.
moved
and
packed
belongings
or her little
ever tasted liquor. Not that I am a prohibitionist
I have never had a child that I did not want, or
"Everything has been sacrificed for the good of at all, or have ever tried especially to keep such
that has not found a warm welcome watting for
Georgian
years
at
lived
we
ten
the children. For
things away from them, but they just hare no deit I think that to one reason why my children
Court only In the winter, and took the babies
sire for stimulants. And that, I take It, to about
have all been so strong and have had such sedullest
quietest
and
little the best Indication of their health, and strength, as
every summer up to the
rene dispositions.
from
Catskills,
ten
miles
place tn the world in the
weU as a vindication of my method of raising chil"I have felt the responsibilities of motherhood,
anywhere.
dren, tor after all, if a the healthy body that give
too, and have tried to give my children as, good a
"At Georgian Court we provided every sort ef a healthy mind an o olthy Impulses, isn't It?"
start ae possible by giving them Bound bediw.
polo-groua-

"WeU. Miranda, they've found the
north pole at last!"
"Sake alive, Hiram! Tou don't
say
Where did they find it?"
I

HUMOR BURNED ANO ITCHED.
Eczema on Hand, Arms, Legs and
Face It Was Something Terrible.
Complete Cure by Cutlcura.
"About fifteen or eighteen years
ago eczema developed on top of my
hand. It burned and Itched so much
that I was compelled to show It to a
dector. He pronounced It ringworm.
After trying his different remedies the
disease Increased and went up my
arms and to my legs and finally on my
face.
The burning was something
terrible. I went to another doctor who
had .the reputation of being the heat
tn town. He told me It was eczema..
His medicine checked the advance of,
the disease, but no farther. I finally!
concluded to try the Cutlcura Remedies and found relief in the first trial.
I continued until I was completely:
cured from the disease, and I have)
not been troubled since. C. Burkhartl
236 W. Market St., Chambersburg, Pal.
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Snake Story.
"Before he' went fishing' said the
town
he swallowed
"bout a pint an' half of snakebite rem
edy, an' of course you know what that
to? Well, after the snake bit him,
dows.
the reptile cut all sorts o' capers, kaze
On one of the two peaks rising above
the table land, 1,000 acres In extent, the remedy went straight to its head.
to do vui to s waland all of it the property of, the ven- Last thing It tried
got
ler
itself In tbe form
Its
tall,
an'
it
poet,
monuis a great stone
erable
chlf'
ment, erected by Joaquin Miller him- of a hoop, an' I'm a liar ef the
day!"
all
dren
roll
around
It
didn't
self, and marking, so be declares with
apparent sincerity, "the gjave of Atlanta Constitution.
Moses.'
Kind of Wife He Wanted.
''If Moses isn't burled here, where
Blnk "If you ever Intend to marry,
is he buried?" Is the poet's 'naver fail pick out a woman who can swim."
Jluks "Why?" Binks "Sho can keep
her mouth closed."
y

GEORGrU. GOULDt

U

d

story-telle-

IF YOU USB BALL BLUE,
Oct Red Cross Ball Blue, the best Ball
Blue. Large 2 oz. package only 5 cent.
Do God's will as be makes It known
will take cars
and
of itself.

polo-playe-

short-sleeve- d

pale-blu-

Toaquh

fit. t ÍHc

fng query of all who suggest that the
idea Is absurd.
On the other peak is tUe cemetery
in which are buried the poet's mother,
his daughter, several old friends of
the days of '49, whose dying wish was
that they lie in the little brush- fence plot watched over by Joaquin
Miller. Also In the cemetery are many
cats and dogs.
Towering up beside the cemetery,
and a landmark that can be seen
20
miles off down In the valley,
is the great funeral pyre of rough
stone Joaquin Miller fashioned with
his own hands.
It is hollow and the
top Is covered with iron grill work,
'nside this hollow space Is piled sev-a- l
cords of
wood. At his
eath the poet's body will be placed
sn top of the pyre and the asbes that
remain will be "scattered to the four
winds."
In dedicating his autobiography to
the memory of his parents, Joaquin
Miller asks permission to introduce
himself, "for it really seems to me
that from the day I was suddenly
discovered and pointed out in London I have been an entire stranger
in my own land; the land I have
loved, lived for, battled for from
the first As for that
and hairy man bearing my .name
abroad, and 'standing before kings.'
I never saw him, never heard of
him until on returning to my own
country I found that this unpleasant
and entirely impossible figure ever attended and even overshadowed my
most earnest work."
So much doubt has shrouded Joaquin
Miller's parentage that his own state
ment of his early history has peculiar
Interest "My cradle was a covered
wagon, pointed west," he writes. "I
was born In a. covered wagon, I am
told, at or about the time It crossed
the Une dividing Indiana from Oblo,
wherein my mother 'was born.
My
mother's people were Dutch, not Germans, as ha been so often said, and
they were tbe oldest Dutch In the land.
My grandfather
Miller, of Scotch
stock, from Kentucky, feU at Fort
Meigs on tbe Maumee river.
I have
read he waa an officer, but hope and
beUeve he was of the ranks. Please
let the dead patriot escape the perse
cution of idiots seeking an ancestry."

If Fight Must Be Made.
Garibaldi: A bold onset Is half the
Battle.

SICK HEADACHE
PoslUveiy cored by
these Little Pills.

ICARTFI
aanñmi
jVJJ

Tff

H
U

They also relieve Diatrees from Dy apópala , In
digestionandTooHearty
Eating. A perfect rem
riJr ior Dizzlnesa, Nau
Drowsiness, Bail
Taate In the Mouth. Coat
ed Tongue, Fain tn the

ITTTI P
stTlm

V I" R
PILLS.
I
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Side,

They regulate the Bowels.

TORPID

LIVKR

Purely Vegetable.

SHALL PILL. SMALL DOSE. SHALL PRICE.

Genuine Must Bear
Signature

CARTERS

Fac-Simi-

BlTTlE

I VER

REFUSE SUBSTITUTES.

Bowel-s30 ft.
orean

of the body the
Biggest
bowels and the most important
It's got to be looked after neglect
means suffering and years of
misery. CASCARBTS help
nature keep every part of toot
bowels clean and strong then
they act right means health to
your whole body.
tn
CASCARBTS toe abo for a week's treatBiggest seller la
ment. All dVnnrMa.

the

world-Mill-

boca a month.

ion

Townsite Opening
town of TWO BUTT 18, Colorado, will be
opened October 2, 1908. Priority of aeleettea
ietermtned by drawing. Town surrounded by
SUM acre of Irrigated Carey Act aad atat
land, besides rest area of finest grazing land
Ground floor opportunity for
la Colorado.
erery kind retail mercantile business. Fell
THE TWO BUTTES
information on application.
Mew
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Just Lather and Shave
NO STROPPING
NO HONING
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ALAMOGORDO

H. LA SALLE, Publisher
Published every Tho.idjv at
Otero Ceunry, N. M.

$1.50 a Year in Advance.
Eatered at tbe poatolBce la
New Mexico, for traaamiaaioa
malla a second claaa matter.
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Alamoa-ordo-

through tbe

Boost let from La Luz.
If you are a kicker and see the
shadows of failure in everything
that is proposed to help the- town in which you live, for heaven's sake go into some secluded
canon and kick your own shadow
on the clay bank, and give men
who are working to build up the!
town a chance. One long faced.
hollow eyed, whining, caping,
chronic kicker can do more to
keep away business and capital
from a town than all the drouths,

i

HATES.

ADVERTISING

Beginning August 1, the following
advertising rats will become effective in The Alamogordo News. Abso
lately no concessions to anyone.
1
Pro'esalmal Cards occupying
incb or less space, tl a month.
I'laln Display advertising, 15 cents
per single column Inch each Inser
Hon. Display Ads aontalning only a
reasonable amount of price list mailer 20 cents per single column Incb
acb Issue. Display Ads containing
large amount of figures and price
list matter. 2S cents per single column
inch each issue.
Locals or reading notices. One
Cent a word each Issue. No charge
made by the line.
If locals are
wanted in black face type, double
Figures
price will be charged.
count same as words.
Minimum charge on local readers.
ts cents Minimum charge on display advertising. 11.00.
Cards of thanks, resolutions of ra"
peet, obituaries and notices of
churches and societies where an admission fee Is charged to the affair
advertised, one cent a word.
These prices are the same as are
charged by all other county seat pa
pers in the territory.

short crops, chinch bugs, cyclones
and blizzards combined. If a
man lived at the North Pole and
could find no other good to say
about it, he could say his ice
bills didn't come high. T. B.
Milton.
The success of Alamogordo depends upon the success of its individuals and
of its
residents. If one man fails, he

with him the town may become
a failure. If Alamogordo is to be
the city it gives promise of being,
every individual must do his
share in work to the extent of
his ability and also help every
other individual when possible.
This is most easily accomplished
by good feeling. If you hope a
man will succeed, you are helping
him. If you say so, if you" compliment and encourage him, you
help him still more. The important thing is
Let us
all pull together. Upon each of us
the success of Alamogordo depends. Let us all be boosters, and
best of all let us all do all we
can to help those who are doing
their best to bring Alamogordo
to the front. iieech.

ffcThe boostlet dollar for Septem

ber'is waiting a" claimant, send
injyour votes at once.
Boost if you want to be with

ns,
For Alamo is made of that kind.
But Knock and we'll pass you

np,
lo-

Dead people don't make live
towns. Those mummies over in
Egypt haven't built any towns
Are you a
for 4,000 years.
Lacy Simms.
mummy?

4'If you are ill and yearn for
health,
If you are poor and wish for
wealth,
If you long for home of beauty
rare,
If you ask for something surpassing fair;

If for

El

Pa$o Fair

and Exposition
November

Educational

Horse Show

Nes

is on

Os-Ap-

Beech

In the constant wetting of your
whistle, always put in a toot for
Beech.

Alamogordo.

Cowards kick, courageous men
boost.
One booster or one kicker will
do little for or against Alamogordo, but a long boost, a strong
boost and a boost altogether, will

bring results.
Weak

men are overcome by
strong men come

difficulties;
over them.

M.

A. Clements.

"Success comes in cans,
Failure in can'ts,"
Let us make Alamo a

can-in-

g

O. L. T.

factory.

Iffyour looking for a .home, dont
delay,

But come to Alamogordo, here to
stay;
In our beauteous summer land,

I

JaviH

.

Ft. Smith. Ark,.,
Sifagent
for Champion
U?

Very Low Railway
Rates on your line.

right.

M
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tional Harvester Co.. Machinery

Also agent
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received a car m

Farm and Mountain Wagón.
Mowers and Raks and other

Deere Plow Company s Implements.
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MERIT
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Established

Of Alamogordo, N. M.
CONDENSED STATEMENT

at comptroller's call, close or burin ese
REsouacsa

as, its.

INABILITIES

lll.rnn.l.

t

7,t6.M Capital
228.76 Surplus am Undivided Prodi
Circulation
a

i7?7

6.('(MV

150.00
22,000.00
275 00

1VXKW

Deposita

OtfaUe

MUM
175.80
7.258.24

Total

Total
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DIRECTORS
W.J.

BRYSON,
F
KHOMKKKG
3.' W YATT
HENRY J. ANDERSON,
J.
C MEYER,
w. R. EIDSON,
BYRON SHERRY, HENRY 8. EVANS.

Makes finest cake and
pastry, light, flaky biscuit,
delicious griddle cakes

Try so

11.

QÜCJ

.

The district forest service examination took place this week
Monday and Tnesday, before A.
M. Neal. Nine men from Alamogordo, four from Cloudcroft, two
El Pasons, one of Weed and one
from Deming were those examined for the position of assistant
forest rangers. They were, namely, Wm. W. Baird, Joe. W.
Jackson, J. C. Bransford, Verne
Rhodes, EberR. Edwards, Albert
M. Baiiy, Jesse A. Brubaker,
Geo. W. Messer, and Saml W.
Fairchild8 of Alamogordo.
John W. Balk, W. E. Carter,
Leo Ragers, and Wm. J. Ander
son, of Cloudcroft.
Floyd Thomas Weed Jonh
Rogers Ceming Saml Brown El
Paso and Fred A. Weir, of El
Paso.
The initial salary it $900')
with the beginners who start in
Ranger
as Assistant Forest
Through good work a ranger can
rise to the position of Forest
Ranger with a maximum salary
of $1,200 to $1,600. The next
step in promotion is to tae position of Deputy Supervisor on a
Natioual Forest.

i

Bal

The First National Bank

Pharmacy.

sua ri an

buys you

Phoo 74.

M0

J. C. ROUS, jr., Secretary.

Price 5 cents a
copy.
Cloudcroft people will find
The News on sale at Bailey's

uuamat

j

tiiYr

durg store.

our-aii-

'fordo,

trade at the

u.,

t
Othi.r
Cash and Sight Exchange

d

- K.

p. o. boi

Dealer in General Merchandise

la

You'l receive a welcome hand,
thats our way.
Here we raise the apple, grape,
and pear,
Just the best you ever tasted,
CHILDREN WHO ARE SICKLY
any where,
who value their own comfort and
We have farms, both large, and theMothers
welfare of their children, should never be
without
a
of Mother Gray's Sweet Powder,
boa
mall,
for Children, for nae tbroairhoat the seasons
Tbejr Break up Colds, Care Feverlshneae, ConHomestead lands for one and all, stipation,
Teething Disorders, Headache and
Stomach Troubles. THESE POWDERS
get your share.
NEVER FAIL. Sold by all Drug Stores. 25c.
aoy soatii'toar. A trial package will be
In the City you must feel so shut Dem'ltectfl
sent FKEB to any mother who will address
in,
Allen 8. Olmsted, LeRoy. N. Y.
Why! to stay there all your life
is a tin ;
THE POPULAR DRY GOODS CO.
Too would wear a "Taff'ian
I (Incorporaled)
MASONIC TEMPLE BUILDING
mile,"
Ladles' Ready to Wear Dry Goods, Shoes,
Men's
Clothing
Hata. We cordially
aad
out
a
come
here
you'd
while,
If
an invitation to voa to visit
M-

I

& MURRELL

am I 11
arill at tho oM aranrl af SBtsav
3K complete in all lines and my prices are

palatable and wholesome.
Ingrediente found in the
baking powders are deleterious. The
active principle it a mineral acid derived from sulphuric acid, oil of vitriol.

A.

EMBALMEF

low-pric-ed

Fruit

To

Hom. Phoo m-offlee Ph0M 1M

Ta

le

Mr. Meal, for this Destrict
Last Monday and Tuesday

an(i

TlWlir

MEYER

C.

It.
fi

,

.

debts. Bur where your moo
wneu id dm oi

the other

STEPP

Air Ship, daily flights, $15,000
Harness and Running purses.
Indian Village, five bands, Santa Fe trail, 16 Shows and 3 Free
Acts.
Baseball Tournament,
Southwestern Championship.
The Great
Parade and
Carnival, Theaters and etc

WAS HELD.

Sunshine

Tie

py

Overdrafts
U. S. Bonds to .secure carcalation ...
:
D
. ICI1IIHII1.
UN tKit a. .i
WHS
Ranklf.0 hn.ia Limit
.ir J ImIim
Other Real Estate owned
Redemntlnn
fnul

su'e in

m

Garden and Field Seed, Flour, Meal, Grain and
Hay call on us at Cooper's old stand, 9th Street

Fifty Years the Standard.

The
Land
of

PICKLED MEATS

most,

Amusements

Bech. Seventeen Were Examined before

Town
To

Don't

T.natis anil

Where To Buy

SALT

FRESH,

Dog Show

FOREST SfcHVtGE tXAMlNATuN

ALAMOGORDO'S

All

RETAIL

west,

(Huceeisor to W. I. Milu)

to 7, 1909. Say! 2fre You Behind?
Features
CASH MilFEED STORE

The local dealer wh's up to snuff
Will always advert ice his stuff.
Beech.

Tbe

All

WHOLESALE

Prop.

Ponltry, Game, and Fiah. Home
Made Sausage a Specialty.

Will show a grand display of the
vast resources of the GREAT
SOUTHWEST, viz:- - Mineral,
Live Stock, Poultry, Agriculture
Horticulture, I Art, and Merchant and Manufacture Exhibits

business fields you seek,

For investments fat and sleek,
For a country fair and bright,
Filled with joyous air and light
Then come to Alamogordo."

The

1

A CO.,

B. E. BBUBAKBB

CHAS. L.

CO.

MARKET

Well, y i' wont be If you

injures the community to a great

extent If he pulls others down

"JB0QSTLET8."

For she wants you another
cation to find.

CITY MEAT

AND FUNERAL
DIRECTOR
AND DEALT
IN FUNERAL

J. BUCK

OFFICE PRONI
NO. .
RESIDENCE
PHONE
.
SO.

UNDERTAKER

SUPPLIES

No Lime Phosphates

Churcf) Notices

The services last Sunday at
the Presbyterian Church was of
Baptist Church.
unusual interest. At the Mothers
Pastor S- B. Callaway will Day Service, every one
wore a
preach at the First Baptist flower
in
honor
of
his
or her
Sunday
11
church
at
a. m.
mother. The sermon was in keepEvening Services 7 :80
ing with the occasion. There has
Sunday school at 9 :46 a. m.
Strangers welcomed.
hen a gradual increase in the
audiences of lateM. E. Church, South.
All regular services at the M.
. church, South, next Sunday.
Wanted Success
Magazine
Sunday school at 9 :4i a in.
Senior League at S p. in. Jun- wants an energetic and responsi- me man or woman in A
ior League at 4. m.
to
collect for renewals ami solicit
A cordial invitation is extended to all. Rev. Givanb, i'asiur. new subscriptions during full or
spare time. Experience unneces
Grace Methodist Episcopal Church
one can start among
Sunday School at 10 o'clock.
friends and an uain ronrón .iH
Preaching at 11 a. m. and 7 0 buildup a paying and permanent
p. m.
business without capital Complete outfit and instructions free.
All strangers and
Address, "Von," Success Magamembers are cordially invited.
Torn H. Murray, Psjstor. zine, Room 108, Success Magazine
Building, New York City, N. Y.
Presbyterian Church.
Sunday school 10 a. m.
BOYS! GIRLS! COLUMBIA
Preaching at 11 a. m. and 7 :80
We had good services last BICYCLE FREE! Greatest offer
Sunday. You are invited to oat. Get your friends to subscribe
come again and
your to oar magazine and we will make
friends.
you a present of a $40.00 ColumChristian Church.
bia Bicycle the best made. Ask
Snnday school-1a. m.
for particulars, free outfit, and
Preaching 11 a. m. and 7:30
circular telling "How to Start."
p. m.
Everybody welcome every Address. "The Bicycle Man."
time.
Kast22d Street, New York
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Thirty Days Free Trial.
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JOCAbTEMS

Kuth Uordeu

has been

under the dec tor's care the past

wek.
Mr. Crawford, the poRtoffice inspector from Albuquerque, made
the office here a call, yesterday.

Camp, from Camp City,
was here Tuesday.
W. E. Chapman, of Tnlarosa,
is visiting relatives here.
W. G. Roe went to El Paso,
this morning, on business.
A. J. Holland, of Oarnzozo, is
visitingF.O. Rolland and family.
W. O. Roe is in El Paso on
business, having gone this morn
,ug'
W. G. Chapman, from Tula,
rosa, is the guest of relatives
tf. D.

P. L. Rogers, station age. ft ai
ürogrande, who is at the hospita
here, is enjoying a visit from his
wife.

Vnnv

.

.

mifla frnm Hucfr Tuvi

o

hMrentedD'B

located one and one half miles
north of town.
Wm Hyde are
a month's vi it at their old
home in Dubuque, lows,
ing goue only n cently.
Five sweet p tatoes weighing
forty one pound , products of B.
B. Kennedy, i ere sent to the
fair at El Paso, this week.
Henry S. Evans is advertising
his new assortn ent of white and
gold initial china ware this week.
Do not fail to i ead his ad, on
this page,
Mr. and Mrs.

on

have-her-

M. G. Cox, from Dalhart, Tex.
is visiting his brother, E. H. Cox,

e.

this week.
J. Gardner, who has been here
for the put week on business,
has returned to Duran.
Miss Abbie Meek, from Tula-rosis visiting at the home of
W. H. Lumbley, this week.
The Home Inst ranee Co.'s ad
Mrs, C. A. Garrett has return
was here, Monday, enroute
juster
mouths
a
from
visit
three
ed
in
to Oloubcroft, to which place he
Missouri. She arrived Tuesday.
went to fix up the loses from
Mrs. Lee Jones is at the home
the recents fires.
turn,
Ta
Mrs.
H.
f her sister,
J.
FOUND, bet een 9th and 8th
in Clondcroft. on a week's visit.
streets,
a bunch of keys. Owner
R. F. Pollock is now finishing
ame y proving procan
have
his home throughout in old
paying for this ad.
perty
and
as well as furnishmission
a'

a

jEPt

--

jl

Cloihe

Good

Miker

JfejplE

r

i

style

ing it to match.
Chief clerk David Mc Knight,
from El Paso, made a business
trip to Alamogordo and Cloud-crofthis week.
HP. Gibersoñ, of Denver,
special agent of the Imperial In'
surance Co., made Alamo a busi
ness call this week.
t,

-

Call

at News

ofl ce.

J. Q. Grant new has a stage

I

a time for fun and frolic; for social festivities;
of good times for all of us. If you're going to be
involved in any functions where good clothes count, better see us
beforehand and let us look after that part of it for you. We'll put
you into some of those fine

WALLOWEEN

line running to Oloudcroii. Tne
rigs leave here on the mornings
of Wednesday, Friday and Saturday at 8 A. M. from the waiting room.

Wm Ireland, from Brownstown,
Ind., has been looking over av
ailable property here, this week,
J. W. Marshall and wife from with the view of making this his
Chicago, are stopping at The future home. How he succeeded,
Arnold Terrace, expecting to we cannot say.
make this their winter home.
Socialist specking, by j."iL.
"Dad,, Weigele and wife are Fitts, of Atlanta, Ga., on Satur
expected home from the trip day, Sunday and Monday nights,
they have been taking in the Oct. 80, 81 and Nov. 1, on the
farther west states, next Sunday. corner of Warren's drug store.
The live issues of the day to be
A change of ad for Mr.
Do
not fail to discussed.
this week.
read it for there is something of
Mr. and Mrs. Evans are in the
special interest to the man,
City to day Mr. Evans will
Pass
therein.
meet tne representative ot one
Joe Stoner, whose home is of the largest manufacturers of
Cameron, Mo., spent Saturday jewelery in the United States
ami Sunday with H. E. and R. J. You can rest assured that we are
Chivaos. There gentlemen are going to have the very latest to
old friends aud the visit was select presents from.
made while Mr. S. was enroute
If you have vacant lots in
from a trip in the coast atases.
Alamo or acreage property close
Davis, teach- in that you would like to exMaude Bush
er of piano, voice, mandolin and change for a
d
elocution has returned from the
house on New York ave,
north and will be pleased to re- 2nd door below eight street, on
ceive former pupils aud respect- west side, see G. W. Hanson
fully solicits patronage of ail. Alamogordo, New Mex.
It.
Studio
second door north of
Miss Lua A. Minns, having
45 t 1. spent some time in the "land of
Chri8tain chur :h.
Miss Xjoma Woods proved her sunshine and fruit," left for her
self a royal entertainer Saturday home in Lodi, Ohio, yesterday.
evening, when fourteen friends She informed us that F. E.
gathered at her home for a social Richardson , of that place, will
good time. Progressive sommor- - soon be in Alamo preparatory to
set was played. Miss Francis making this his future home.
Murphy receiving first prize
D. Hale, a E. P. and 8. W.
after which dainty refreshments braketuan from El Paso, was
were served.
bally injured yesterday while
making up a train. In some
Conclave
At the Ninth Annual
of the Grand Oommaudery of N. manner two cars coming together
Mex. held at Albuquerque Oct. caught him and broke three ribs
22 Rev. John H. Murray of this and crushed his chest very badplace was elected excellent Grand ly. Mr. Hale was removed to the
Prelate for the Territory ofN. hospital.
Mex. The various officers of the
John Klopfer, of the La Luz
Grand Commandery are chosen Canon, aud Miss Blankenship of
from over the Territory aud the Alamogordo were united in maru
Masons of Alamogordo feel it riage athe home of Frank
quite an honor to have one of the
last evening at eight o'
officers of the Grand Lodge a clocki The ceremony was permember of the Commandery of formed by Rev. Stacy 8. Phillips,
the place.
pastor of the First Christain
Church. A small company of inTwo mail pouches were stolen
guests were present.
from the mail room at the El vited
Paso and Southwestern depot
Monday morning, Train No. 2,
FINE BOOKLET FEINTING
eastboond, left one lock pouch
Land men, and others who
and one tie- - poach. The sacks
of
were later found eighteen miles desire the highest gradecatawork on their booklets,
having logues, etc., will find they can
outh of Alamogordo,
been hurriedly rifled, all the secure such work at home by
letter mail being missing. The patronizing The News' job
sacks were evidently taken by office. We make a specialty
he theif on No. 1 west bound and of work in this line and have
shop equipped for the procarried to the spot where they aduction of the better kind of
were found. Those is no eue
Wol-fing- er

two-stor- y

HART SCHAFFNER & MARX
--

olothes; and we can promise you one thing sure; nobody else in the
you'll be.
crowd will be better dressed-thaFine suits in all the latest new weaves; dress clothes for formal
affairs; overcoats for hay rides or sleigh rides or dressy use. We've
fine tailoring and correct
got all these things ready for you;
fit and style. SUITS $16.50 to $25. OVERCOATS $16.50 to $60.00
n.

all-wo-

G.

J. WOLFINGER

This Store is the Home of Hart Shaffner and Marx Clothes

100 Pieces, 100 Dollars

JASPER

seven-roome-

WHITE and GOLD INITIAL CHINA is the newest
and most exclusive creation in dinnerware. It is

The Ideal Christinas Gift
plan makes it easy for you to buy. Orders for
any piece or quantity accepted for delivery at any
My

time.

Orders for Xmas Delivery
should be placed at once
You have seen this beautiful china in the window,
now come in and inspect it closely.

HAND FAINTED

ON HAVILAND

BLANKS.

HENRY S. EVANS
EVERYTHING IN JEWELRY

NO.

46328

Perdieron Stallion, black with star. Foaled May
1905; bred and owned by A. J. Dodson, Normal,
111.
This splendid horse is now the property of the

14,

iN
i

Southwestern Hotel
and Cafe,
EUROPEAN PLAN
J. C. JONES. Prop.

Now Open for Business
This hotel has opened for business with

everything brand new.

The best equipped Cafe in Alamogordo.

1

t

ALAMOGORDO

PERGHERON

BREEDIN6

ASSOCIATION

and will make' the season at the barns of the
Alamogordo Improvement
Company.
Terms:
$20 to insure ; $10 cash and $10 in 6 months.

.Reputation For Reliability.
The most valuable asset in any Drug Store.

Reau-ssea-

--

ol,

In soliciting your prescription business we refer you to the
Medical Profession as to our reliability.
They know. It's
their duty to know. And it's to your interest to know.
Let us fill your prescriptions.

Warren Bros., Druggists.

TIM

O. D. WABNOCK & CO.
Contractor and Builders.

Cost yon no more to have your work done right, your materials carefully selected, than to employ some others who will
have to watch from start to finish, and than succeed only in
having your material ruined. You will have to watch us,
but we do claim to know ' how. Our experience of nearly
thirty years is t your service.

lllMillM
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WHEAT ON DRY FARM

PIGEONS

Mayor of Phlfadrlpnla Resenu Inter
far.no In Hia Efforta to Gat
Rid of Tham.
Mayor Reyburn, who considers th.
ally ball pigeons a nuisance, and
would rid tne building of them If ha
could, considera tbc effort of the
to rjilmals societies to prevent
the pigeons being driven out as med
dlesome, and sometimes waxes sarcaa
U: In referring to the societies.

Recently, while the mayor was hold-lahis daily chat with the newspaper
men, several fire engines with clangdown
ing gongs, came thundering
Hroad street and around the city hall.
The pigeons, evidently frightened by
the gongs, flew excitedly around and
around outside of the mayor's office
on the north side of the building.
As the whir of wing3 swept through
the room, the mayor exclaimed, half
smiling, but with an attempt
g

"My! The Are engines are .disturbing 'the pigeons. Where Is the Society (or the Prevention of Cruelty to
Animate?
Such a trifle as saving citizens' property from burning should
not ba allowed to interfere with the
peace of the pigeons." Philadelphia
Times.

His Proper Sphere.
Prince Bismarck was once pressed
by a certain American official to recommend his eon for a diplomatic
place. "He is very remarkable
said the proud father; "he
apeaks seven languages." "Indeed,"
aald Rlsmarck;. who did not hold a
very high opinion of linguistic acquirements;' "what a wonderful head waiter he would make!"
.
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OPERATION

PLOWING

FALL

GRAIN

Is

Be Dona Immediately After
Harvest and Cultivated to
Conaerve Moisture.

First Methods Were Cruda, But Later
Developments Have Rendered It
No More Costly Than Other
Kinds Manner of

When wheat follows wheat or som-otbe- r
grain crop a suitable seed bed
may be prepared by early plowing.
In
country
the plowing should
be done as soon after harvest as. possible and the fields should be cultivated with a harrow or disk at Intervals until seeding time In order to
firm the soil, conserve the moisture

Should

How

Scientific Cultivation
Becoming Recognized in West.

Rapidly

"Dry farming' may sound like a forlorn Joke to tho poor fellows whose
acres of corn are being soaked every
afternoon about four by these Ron 1,
hard, drenchiug spring rains; but real
"dry farming" has grown to be a subject very worthy of attention from
farmers interested in the development
of their profession. It is important
enough to have called forth a government pamphlet and to have established societies through the west for
its economic application.
The farmer 50 years ago hooted at
the ct'.tivation of those arid acres in
the west known as the American Desert for what was to be done with a
dry, unlrrigated
waste?
Eastern farmers were incredulous, but
westerners were eager, for it was
their, neighborhood and so it fell to
the. lot of Prof. H. W. Campbell to
Investigate and illustrate the principles of dry farming, or the rendering
fertile of 'arid lands without irrigation.
His theory maintained that by cultivating the top and subsoil of the alkali; 'deserts, every particle of moisture tailing on the land could be held
in the soil, and surface cultivation tho
year round would tend to produce a
profusion of flowers and grain.
The. first methods were crude and
expensive, hut later developments
have rendered dry farming no more
cosily than other kinds. The land is
plowed a year before any crops are
planted. Disk subsoil plows break the"
leavsoil and pack it into a firpr-bed- ,
ing a sort of hard pan through which
tb' water: "cannot "slip." Tills "
aubsojl also prevents the powerful, blighting salts rising by evap- alkali-covere-

;

Cured by Lyd.aE.Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound
Paw Paw, Mich. "I suffered térrl.
blytromlemale ills,

including

FOR

inflam-

mation and congestion,, for several

yeara.' My doctor
said there was no
hone for me but an
operation. I began
taking Lydia E.
I'inkUam'B Vegetable Compound, and
1 can now say x am
wen woman.
Emma Draper.

and destroy the weeds. When the
plowing Is done just previous to sowing it Is well to follow the plow with
packer and barrow In
the
order to pulverize and pack the soil
at the bottom of the furrow and leave
n mellow, even surface.
This packing and pulverizing of
tho furrow slice is especially necessary when the soil is plowed dry or
when stubble, trash or manure Is
plowed under, because If the furrow
slice; Is left loose and unpulverized.
the capillary connection of the soil
with the subsoil Is largely broken
off and the soil water will not rise
into the' surface soli to supply the
germinating seed and feed the roots
of the young plants, hence the seed
falls to germinate well or the plant
is often stunted In growth, and in
such a seed bed the crop Is likely to
freeze out or burn out- - Because of
these results it is not safe to plow
under coarse manure or a heavy
growth of weeds or stubble In preparing a seed bed for 'wheat or other
small grains or grasses.
If the soil Is in good physical condition, not too dry or too wet, an
Ideal seed bed can be prepared by
plowing immediately before seeding,
provided the soil Is repacked and
well pulverized but this is .often a
more expensive method than the
disking or early, plowing method. It
is also often a good plan to disk the
ground previous to plowing. If plowed
at once the loose surface is in
betpir condition to more readily
Connect
and reunite with the subsoil when" the furrow slice is Invert edit' the
plowing
is delayed the
ground will remain in good condition for plowing for a much longer
period during dry weather than land
Which bus received
no cultivation.
It Is often possible wheu the laud has
become too dry to plow, by establishing a soil mulch with the disk harrow
and retaining the water in the soil,
to so improve' the moisture condition
of the surface as to bring It again into
good plowing condition and it may
even be advisable to practice early
disking rather than early plowing
where both cannot be accomplished.
The surface mulch of soil produced
by disking not only retains the water
in the soil but offers a favorable
to absorb the rains.

"Divide with the buyer the savin we effect by our superior methods
of manufacturing and distributing. 'Studebaker Policy SSyearsold.
Four Cytindg,
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HUNT'S CURE

At All Drug Stores
a RICHARDS

MEDICINE CO..

Sherman, Tetat

At the edge of the American desert
the government has built expensive
irrigation plants, but these cannot
reach the Interior of the area nor can
they make ready the land without
POOL TABLES
EASY
PAYMENTS. enormous cost. The dry farming
lOWIST PRICES.
You cannot afford to experiment with
movement proposes to convert this
Untried goods sold by commission
desert into a garden by the simple
agents. Catalogues free.
laws of nature. It has demonstrated
TIM Brunswick - aalke - Collender Company
that 40 acres, properly cultivated,
1ST 639 Delawaro St. ftMtJ. KANSAS CITY. MA,
will support a family of from three to
five. From 35 to 55 bushels of wheat
per acre are possible to this dry soil.
A DOSE OF
The great Russian Wheat, durum, from
which macaron! Is made, is raised on
soil very similar to our deBert soli;
and Its Importation has transformed a
foreign product into a domestic. Today, In this country the total output of
durum wheat is about thirty millions,
and most of it Is raised on dry lands.
nmxtt. rot (juwis. &$ The
demand 1b growing and machinery
Guareffective.
sate
is
is as
as it
for grinding the hard wheat is being
anteed to contain no opiates. It is
produced. The American desert Is fast
losing its reputation tor aridity and
very palatable too children Lice A.
becoming a factor in our national
,
riches.

BILLIARD TABLES
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CURE
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Magneto Included
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Studebaker-Flander- s
The Greatest Automobile Value
the World Has Ever Seen
HERE'S THE ANNOUNCEMENT
for which the world of Automobllia has been
waiting so anxiously hoping or dreading according as the individual waa a buyer or seller'
of motor cars.
WE HAD INTENDED KEEPINC SILENT
about this car for a few weeks yet until other
makers had had their say until they had all
sprung their "sensations."
BUT THE MAGNITUDE OF OUR PRE?ARATIONS
the purchase of several factories by StudeCombaker interests as represented by the
pany of Detroit set trade tongues
and
information as to the car that was to be produced
on such a. tremendous scale began to leak out
DEALERS, ANXIOUS TO GET THE WINNING

UNE

began to inquire. s to the Studebaker plans for
next year. They .wwj, insistent, for, very naturally, they did nofwant to tie up with any other
concern if Studebakers were to have the great
line that had been reported. No man likes to
enlist on the losing side. All like to march with
the Victorious.
CUSTOMERS EVERYWHERE WROTE
In this vein: "If Studebakers are going to build
a runabout I don't want to buy until I have,
seen it." Thousands of these writers have dealt
with this old house for years some of them
never bought a vehicle anywhere else. To
them the Studebaker jiame Justry adds to the
thtrinsic value of any car
IN VIEW OF THIS ANXIETY
on the part of our friends we decided It would
be unjust to dealers and prospective buyers to
longer withhold information as to this car,
which will supplement those other two Incomparable models. Studebaker-Garfor"40" and
"30."
Studebaker
SO THE CAT IS OUT
Read the specifications briefly given below. Consider the source of this car's origin. Then compare it with other "Sensations" recently announcedand seo if you don't think they were
false alarms.
STUDEBAKER-FLANDER"20"
is the name of the new car, and the title waa sewas
believed that that alone
lected because it
would be the strongest guarantee of its quality
to any one at all familiar with the history and
the personnel of the automobile Industry.
STUDEBAKERS STAND SPONSOR
for the product the entire output will be
marketed through this organization.
That is
your guarantee that the car will be of sterling
quality throughout Studebakers could not afford to lend their name and a reputation based
on 55 years of upright dealing to any but an
honest product
FLANDERS WILL MANUFACTURE
this product. What could we say here that
would, add to his fame as a manufacturer?
His
has been the most wonderful record in this wonderful business. It has been a succession of
triumphs a repetition from year to year of
feats in production that had theretofore been
considered impossible that other makers now
"SO," which attained
call marvelous.
such an Instantaneous success and now stands
the most popular car on the market, waa sufficient to establish Flanders for all time.
JAMES HEASLETT DESIGNED
"20" an engineer who
the Studebaker-Flanderup to the time he undertook this commission
had never set his hand nor his talent to the designing of any but high priced cars. Several
of the best known emanated from his brain. He
designed the original Studebaker chassis the
one from which have evolved all later models.
Heaslett doesn't know how to do cheap work- -in
the sense that the term is generally used. He
simplifies and he knows how to design parts
to manufacture to the best advantage there he
is unsurpassed by any.
25,000 F "20V WILL BE BUILT IN 191
We realize that these figures will be almost incredible to persons unfamiliar with the resources of Studebakers and the ability of Flanders. It is a simple statement of fact. That the
old "ultra conservative" house of Studebakers
and not some young and Inexperienced concern
stands back of the statement ought to give
it a par value. We know it will.
THIS QUANTITY WAS NECESSARY
It would be impossible to produce a car of this
size and quality at the price if made In smaller
quantities. The tremendous "overhead" expense
of equipment and distribution would, if saddled
onto a lesser number of cars, make it necessary
to add 25 to 50 per cent, to the price. We cannot build a much better cur than others do for
the money In lots of 3,000 to 5,000. But by distributing the overhead over 25,000 cars we have
been able to set the price at $750.
COMPARE THIS CAR WITH OTHERS
Usted at $100 to $300 more. Add a magneto to
those not so equipped we believe no automobile is complete without a first class magneto
and you will find that, aside from the difference
In price, there is no comparison in value. We
didn't Intend there should be.
THIS IS A FULL GROWN. MAN'S SIZE
magneto equipped, four cylinder car not a four
cylinder toy or a
makeshift,
WE HAVE HAD IT IN MIND SEVERAL YEARS
under way several months simply waiteo until
plans could be matured for Its proper manufacture and distribution. No concern would dare
attempt a task so large as this until proper machinery not only for making but for marketing
the product had been perfected and installed.
That time has arrived.
THE DEMAND IS ALREADY THERE
this we know. It only remained to perfect an
organization to properly take care of it and
to extend to buyers that uniform courtesy and
prompt attention that have made Studebakers
famous and prosperous. Did you ever notice
that a Studebaker representative, wherever you
find him, breatbea the spirit of the whole organizationis a aort of beacon of safety to all
S

s

Varying Price of Wool.
Why there should be such a wide
difference in the prices of wool often

puzzles the average sheep grower.
As much as five or ten cents a pound
is often paid for the wool of one flock
over that of another grown practically on the same range. One of the
chief points in the merits of wool is
the fineness and there is a great variCoarsely-bation in this characteristic.
red
sheep may have no more than
5.000 wool hairs to the square inch of
skin, while the breeds that have been
bred to produce fine wool, such as the
Marino, may have 40,000 or as high as
48,000 wool hairs to the square inch.
By examining the shorn skin of a
sheep under a microscope the difference in the fineness of the wool car
easily be discerned.

.

buttermilk, oats and parley. Toward
the end of the sixth or seventh month
when they are nearing the time for
market they may be fed some corn.
By selling the pigs at this period It
will be found that it costs less to produce 100 pounds of bacon which retails at 20 cents a pound than 100
pounds of mess pork worth 10 or 12
cents a pound.

Delivwe Intended to keep silent yet
eries will not begin until January. Besides, wa
realized that the announcement of such a car
at such a price, and by Studebakers, Is likely to
have the effect of an explosive bomb on the
market at this time. We had no desire to precipitate anything, but our hand was forced.

--

THIS CAR WILL BE THE SCREAM

Dust Mulch for Orchard.
dust mulch Is better than a straw
mulch for the orchard. The soli Is In
no danger of staying wet for days if a
dust mulch Is made by cultivation after every heavy rain has dried sufficiently so the ground works perfectly,
while a straw mulch will hold too
much moisture at times.

ARE THE WORLD'S LARGEST

STUDEBAKERS

makers of motor cars many times over. Yet
we cannot hope to supply the vhole demand.
And as cars sold under the Studebaker name
are always first choice, persons who are unabla
to get them and must buy some other are naturally disappointed and often sore.
THERE IS CERTAIN TO BE A SHORTAGE
of every Studebaker model In 1910. We know
that now, but are powerless to avert It. Under
the Studebaker name 41,600 cars, gasolina
alone, will be made in 1910. That sounds big,
but this is a big country and the name stand
high over every mile of It
ONLY 1,000 STUDEBAKER-GARFORDAmerica's standard high priced car have been
planned for. Of the latest model, not yet publicly announced, nearly 200 are already under
order. For several weeks we have been aware
that there will be a biff shortage of this model,
but It Is too late to change plans now. The only
thing for you, if you want a car of that type-se- ven
passenger, $4.000. with standard body--Is
to get your order In now have a definite delivery date set
"DIVIDE WITH THE BUYER
the saving we effect by our superior method of
manufacturo and selling." That la the keynote
to all Studebaker operations the explanation
of our policy of small profits per unit on quantities of cars. No other manufacturer Is satisfied
with so small a margin. Most of them do not
know, within several dollars, what It costs to
make an automobile and they set a wide margin to cover,
S

YOU HAVE BEEN PAYING

SOUTH BEND, IND.

FOR WASTEFUL

METHODS

ever since the Inception of this young lnd- stry.
We have corrected that. This is an Industry
now not a game.
WITH ALL THEIR

STUDEBAKERS.

RESOURCES

financial and otherwise, would have hesitated
to launch a project as big as Studebaker-Flander"20" under tho conditions which until within a few months have prevailed in the automobile industry or rather Game. The basis oa
which the business has been conducted waa
foolish, fictitious and false. It was fair neither
to maker nor buyer most unfair to the dealer.
Ho was always chasing rainbows.
Tying up
with one wild-ca- t
concern after another, ha
never handled the same line two years In succession never knew where, a year afterward,
to find any one to stand back of the
"guarantee" he had given with the car.
s

HOW DIFFERENT NOW

when you can buy any type of car your needs
dictate or your purse can afford and nava behind It the warranty and the name of a concern
like Studebakers
yeara old. Thla latest creation Studebaker-Flander"20" completes the line. Here are brief specifications.
Read them carefully; then If you desire further
information about this or any other Studebaker
model write your nearest branch.
Whatever
you do, get your order in or don't berate ua
becauae you can't get a car for next spring's
use, when you will want it badly.
fifty-fiv-
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OF 1910"

said the first dealer who was let Into the secret
and if dealers can't pick winners who can?
"30" HISTORY
IT WILL BE A REPETITION OF
the greatest sensation the greatest success
from every standpoint ever sprung ln thla lav
dustry op to date.
OF COURSE IT WILL BE DAMNED
by rivals. But damning doesn't hurt. No car
ever was damned a3 was the
"30," now
"30." They said
known as Studebaker
we would never be able to make them at the
price we did. Then t!.cy said deliveries would
be delayed shipping 4." a day now 4,500 In
hands of owners. Damning doesn't hurt, for
they never damn dead ones.

one-lun- g

A

FOR COMPETITORS

OUT OF CONSIDERATION

S--

Demand for Bacon Hogs.
In meeting the demand for bacon
hogs the farmers should select some
one of the breeds which produces a
large percentage of lean meat When
the pigs are young they should be
allowed to range far and wide, eating
alfalfa and the grasses, skimmed milk,

50

Studebaker patrons ? Well. It's a fact It's tha
way we stand back of them treat them as w
want their customers treated. They soon gat
tha spirit
THE BEST BRAINS IN THE INDUSTRY
are engaged in the production of the Studebaker-Flanders
"20." Plants best suited to its
manufacture have been purchased for U wa
would avoid all chance of delaya and disappoint,
menta to buyers wo must depend on no outslda
concern to furnish the smallest part. Every
part mu;t be made in our own factories and under the wiUchful eye of Flanders.
TO MAKE THE LOW PRICE POSSIBLE
It was nc f! ary also that there enter In no
Intermediate parts profit. No concern making
an assembled car can hope to compete with this
car In quality at the price. It was tha purchase
of several plants among them the splendidly
equipped De Luxe factory at Detroit, a forging
plant, a body making plant, and others that
started the rumors and make It necessary to
announce our plans a few weeks earlier than
Intended. It suits us all right but

,

Conservation of Soil.
Conservation interests the farmer
btfausi it deals with actual conditions
surrounding the preservation of natural resources of the land. Nature
and the farmer must
iu order to insure permanency of profits
and the continuation of annual income.
The tiller of the soil cannot
work with a profit from his labors
in every field of productivity.
Conservation of the soil means protection
of the sources of wealth in agriculture.
An abundance of plant food must be
kept In the surface soil to insure good
cash returns from the investment of
time and labor. The plant food can be
retained only through systematic methods of restoring fertility and conserving the forces of nature that contribute to the perpetuation of soil wealth.

Sun for Poultry.
Poultry seldom have too much sun,
but they are often kept In such close
quartets that they become unhealthy
and unprofitable.

Bod-Se- ats

Two or Four

sur-tac-

Chicago, III. "I want women to
know what that wonderful medicine,
Lydia E. Pinkham'a Vegetable Compound, has done for me. Two of the
best doctors in Chicago said I would
die if I did not have an operation, and
I never thought of seeing a well day
again. I hada small tumor and female
troubles so that I suffered day and
night. A friend recommended Lydia
Dry Farm Dollar Wheat.
E. Pinkham'a Vegetable Compound,
and it made me a well woman." Mrs.
Axveka Speisleíg, 11 Langdon St, oration. The surface soil is then pul
Chicago, 111.
verized and cultivated until it Is very
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com- - hne. I Ills powder-likmulch holds
made
roots
herbs,
from
and
Eound,
rains and snows of the wet seato be the most successful the
remedy for curing the worst forms of son as they fall, the moisture cannot
female ills, including displacements, leak through the hard pan, and thus
Inflammation, fibroid tumors, irregu- evaporation is prevented. Tho soil is
larities, periodic pains, backache, bearing-- worked until it is sponge-likand can
down
feeling, flatulency, indiges- hold the moisture. After each rain
tion, and nervous prostration. It costs the soil must be worked anew, until
but a trifle to try it, and the result the plants are large enough to hold
has been worth millions to man
their own. Immediately after harsuffering women.
vesting the soil is prepared again and
then allowed to He fallow until the
next season's crop.
Giant machines have been prepared
for the work. Thirty-twhorse
drag behind them 12
plows, clod breakers,
harrow, and
disappear, the atine unü amnrt
pulverizers. Drillers and clod spreadud Itchlns; ftennntlonn that re
ers follow later. Thirty-fivacres of
the victim of these troablea
land can thus be cultivated at a cost
vanish when you ase BUNT'S
of 90 cents an acre, where it cost the
CURB la the form of a aalve,
easy to apply, one box will
pioneer farmer at least 15. Contincare the most obstlaate case. U
uously "dry farmed" laud where
particle of moisture is retained
requires only 12 quarts of seed to go
as far toward a maximum crop production as ".0 or 40 quarts in the ordinary wheat belt. Every grain finds
falls your money will be cheer-lul- lr
fertile lodgment.
oar
refunded. Tbnt'aguarpledge of confidence, our
TURN DESERT INTO GARDEN
antee dint hvnt'.s cune will
Core akin diaeaaea. 50c. a bos
Dry Farming Movement Proposes to
Do This by the Simple Laws
of Nature.
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A GREAT ANNOYANCE.

formation and Gossip Fletad Up flare
and Thar In Uaahlngton.

Rooaevelt May Complete Work on Canal
when he made his famous statement
on the night of election. 1994. Now
the question Is. what will he do after
be leaves the White House?

"While I have not discussed the
question with the president, I feel that
the one great work for him to do,
after leaving the White House, is to
complete the construction of the
canal. He is Just the man to
carry this great undertaking to a successful conclusion. It would link his
name with this great waterway and
prererve It for all time to come.
"President Roosevelt has the energy, the force, the determination and
the ability to push the work to a
speedy completion. I do
know
ttat the president would undertake'
this task, If requested, but I am satis-- '
fled that bis selection and acceptance
01 tne appointment would give general
satisfaction."
It would seem that the senator, in
view of the recent publication, bad a
"hunch," aa it would strike one as a
coincidence that the nanje of former
President Roosevelt should at this
time be brought Into the limelight aa
the one man to take charge of the
work of building the 'Panama canal,,
with which he had so much to do aa
president of the United States.
It can hardly be questioned that but
for the midnight successful revolution
In Panama the location of a canal would
still be up In the air, aa it had been
for many years. The friends of the
former president say It would be a
fitting tribute to him that he be asked
by President Taft to take hold and
complete the work.
Pan-am- a

There appeared in
the other day a
atory to the effect that when former
l'resldent Roosevelt returns to this
country from his African hunt President Taft will' roquest him to take
barge of
canal and
that gigantic work.
Friends of the former president say
it wnnld be no surprise If the report
turned out correct. Mr. Roosevelt, as
i
well known, took the greatest perennal interest in the Panama canal
and there Is no gainsaying the truth
tbat had it not been for the "little
.pera bouffe revolution" on the Isthmus there would have- been no Panama canal, and had it not been for Mr.
Koosevolt there would have been no
liccesaful "revolution."
But that is
history now and the work of
the canal, according to the
reports received here, is progressing
a

com-plet- e

nicely.

Just about two years ago, when the
country was discussing the question
of the renomination of Roosevelt, a
certain western senator in conversation said;
,
"I do not believe there is any foundation for the stories that President
lioosevelt will be a candidate' to suc-cee- d
himself. I think he was sincere

Poor Place for

Is

BOWS
NOBLEMEN

1

wj,

KEEP

,

national capital Is the poorest
In the United States for fortune hunters who seek marriage with
rich girls as a means to acquire
wealth. It is not that the mothers of
Washington have greater intuition
than their sisters of less conspicuous
cities of the United States. Indeed,
the reason is far from the Individual
ur collective abilities of Washington
loeiety women.
The
foreigner who
loses in Washington as a count,
(nincclet, baron or any other of (he
noble offices soon finds that bis game
Is known.
A
but determined demand Is made on him within
b day or two to leave Washington.
If he does not do so, the pscudo-t- i
ble soon finds himself in jail or so
thoroughly exposed in the Immediate
circle in which be is trying his wings
that he is glad to go elsewhere.
In
this work the foreign embassies take

THE

Fortune-Hunte- rs

one-ha- lf

cancies.
The Initial pay of a new, appointee
amounts to more than $3,000 a year,
which is .much better than a young
Physician is likely to receive when he
logins his practice In civil life upon

Paduation.

The known advantages

hi the way of promotion and certainty
of Income and final retirement at
the
e of 64 years or before
that time
for disability would, it was thought.
Prove

attractive.

Persian Minister

an Accomplished Host

TEN. MORTEZA KHAN, the Persian
minister to the United States, Is
of the tallest men in Washington,
six feet four Inches In height.
Jw also enjoya the distinction of be-uutslde the shah, the richest man
Persia. He is reputed to be worth

u

least 110,000,000.

He iR s

"ou

The suggestion that the entrance
examination Is too exacting Is not accepted as a reason by the authorities,
who say the requirements are no more
than should be within the capacity "of
graduates of the best medical schools.
One aid to the solution of the problem pay be that of having a permanent examination board sitting in
Washington, before which young men
who are believed to be qualified may
appear at any time during the year.
There will be, as well, the usual semiannual examinations. It Is possible
that the graduates have hitherto'
found It inconvenient to await before
the regular board at the Army Medical school.
When they pass the physical and
professional examinations they will
be commissioned at once as first lieutenants in the medical reserve corps
and detailed for duty, at some army
post, later coming to the school In
the next regular class for training
and the final examination which determines whether the reservist shall
go Into tbi permanent establishment
and in what position he shall be com- . L. f
RlloBlmtAj
I In I ...... J I...
.oDi.iiiLu.
tucama
it ib uuncu uy lent
to restore the army medical corps tor
its full strength required to meet the
lemands made upon medical officers
at home and abroad.

most accomplished and gra

host, and qan both make and
tea with an accomplishment
and
"Me which is excelled by tew leading

ladies in the land. His Friday afternoon receptions aro a feature of the
life of the capital.
When he came to Washington in
1906 he brought with him a rare assortment of rugs of almost Inestimable
value, some of them, it Is said, being
from 1,500 to 2.000 years old.. The
sc red Idols of Persia are represented
In bronce and silver In his gorgeously
furnished apartments.
He invariably uses orchids in a vase
of cut glass as a centerpiece on the
table of his dining room. The cloth Is
or oriental weave, and the plate Is
usually ot gold. Innumerable other
tables set with dainty dishes of delicious and delicate cakes, bonbons and
fruits stand about the room temptingly in front of luxurious couches and
cosy corners.

Does not take into considerar i cm the esse
e
wntnanly health.
The woman who neglects her health is ai(linllss the
vary foundation of all good fortane. Por wkfaosjt health
lore loeca its lustre and gold is but dross.
Womanly health when lost or impaired may generally be
regained by the use of Dr. Pierce's Favorite Pteacnpuoo,
bsb'b beppine-s-

rear,

This Prescription baa, for over 10

beta carina delicate, weak,
women, by the hundred of tbaaaaada
mad tala roo la the privacy at their hornea
w It boat their bavlad to aabmlt ta ladelU
cata questionings and mtttaalwalr re put.
pala-wracta-

é

maat examinations.

Sole women are invited to consult Dr. Pierna hv letter- fr..
All correspondence held as aaeredly credential. Address World's Dispensary
Medical Association, R. V. Pierce, M. D President, Bótalo, N. Y.
G"4T Family Doctos Boos, The People's Common, Sena
."CB
wP?'
Medical Adviser, newly revised
edition 1000 page, answers ta
Plata Englub hosts ol delicate questions which every woman, single or married,
ought to know about. Sent free, in plain wrapper to any addreaa on receipt ol
stamp to cover mailing only, or in cloth binding for 31 stamps.
Zl one-ce- nt

Foster-Milbar-

NO

FRIENDS.

Cashier You'll have to bring some
one to Identify you before we can
cash this check. Got any friends in
the town?
Stranger Not one. I'm (be tax collector.
They Didn't Have to Change.
During the years in which our pure
food laws have been put into effect
there has been a great hurrying and
scurrying on the part of the food manufacturers to change their methods to
make them conform to the law.
The Quaker Oats Company is a conspicuous exception. It was admitted
that Quaker Oats was as pure and
clean as possible and that it was an
Ideal food.
It is so cheap that any one can afford It and so nourishing that everyone needs it The result of last year's
experiments at Yale and other points
where food values were tested is that
Quaker Oats has been adopted by
many persons as their food on which
they rely for adding vigor and endurance of muscle and brain.
This splendid I od Is packed in three
ways regular size, large size family
package and hermetically sealed tins.
The latter especially adapted to hot
climates.
I
Changed Farm Life.
The dull silence that hung over that
New. England dinner table has been
Ufted of late. It is gone like the
dew In the sunlight of the new social
influences. The isolation of the farm
was the chilling cause that drove men
into the cities. Now, by telephone and
free mail delivery, all the warm
world currents are being carried to
the country and are vitalizing the rural community into a life that is rich
and abundant in the variety of its interests. A real heart hunger has
been answered. Over hill and down
dale flashes the impulse that electrifies existence with the thrill of human
life touching other human Ufe. Delineator.

first rank, says the Washington Star.
Tbey are quick to learn Whether or
not foreigners who pose as nobles
really "belong," and are quicker to
act when they find mere commoners
aspiring to titles.
When the society columns announce
that Sir Henry
of
Slrleigb Commons, Brentshlre In tbt
Woods, Hartley, Is circulating about
Washington society he is promptly Investigated in that quiet way In which
the foreign embassies work, and within a few hours his status is known.'
If
has been gently
whispering tbat he hopes to make a
moneyed alliance with a view to rebuilding .the faded glories of the old
manor house at Hartley in a way fitted to bis noble ancestors and cant
deliver the goods In the matter of
lineage, every matron in Washington
is given enough information about
him by the English embassy to earn
tor him Icy stares on bis next approach.
It's the same way with all the false
"hyphenated" crowd, whether their
pretenses are great or small. And the
chevaliers, barons and whatnots of
other nations get the same sort of
treatment from the embassies of the
country In which they claim noble or
'
royal birth.
Satn

Uncle Sam Wants More Army Surgeons

It
ARMY surgeons are asking why is
young physicians are not anxious to become attached to the army.
There is at present a lack of candidates who present themselves for examination for appointment to commissions in the medical corps. The examinations held a few weeks ago In
all parts of the country by special
boards convened for the purpose resulted in producing about
the
number of provisionally qualified candidates needed to fill the existing va-

Fortune Telling

George 8. Crowell. 1109 Broadway,
Helena, Mont, says: "I was troubled
with a disordered
condition of the kidneys, some backache
and Irregular passages of secretions. At
times I was obliged
to get up out of bed
t night, and the
urine was unnatural
In appearance. On the
advice of a friend I
Myrtle And yon never Ura of poshprocured Doan's Kidney Pills and
began using them. This remedy helped ing my board walk chair?
ma at once, strengthened my kidneys
Jerome No, indeed. On the conand corrected the disordered condi- trary, I feel like I am carrying everything before me.
tion."
Myrtle Why, I am not everything.
Remember the name Doan's. Sold
by all dealers. 60 cents a box.
Jerome But you are everything to
me.
Co., Buffalo, N. T.
PAINT FAULTS.

k.

.

PUT.

Kidney Disease Shows Many Painful
and Unpleasant Symptoms.

ROUND THE CAPITAL

WASHINGTON.

SWEETLY

ea ono cm or Touso t
Lucia Cocktt.
f
PltfK J. Chenbt makes oath that ha la
partner o! the Arm ot F. J. cuimy a Co.. dome
the city of Toledo. County and state
afnrasaal and that aald firm will pay the eum of
ONE HUNDRKD DOLLARS for each and every
eaae ot CaTanaa that cannot be cured by the use of
BOBtnesa m

KlU'l

CATAIUtH

CUBS.

FRANK J. CHENEY.

to before me and aubacrlbed In my presence.
Ith day ot December. A, D.. isss.

Sworn
UUa

t
I

A. W. GLEASON.

I

Norial Potuc.

Hall's Catarrh Cora is taken internally and ana
curecuy upon the blood and mueoua eurtacee of tne
system. Sand tor testimonials, free.
F. J. CHENEY
CO.. Toasts,
Sold by all Dnoratta. 75c.
Take Bill's Family Puis for rwrtlpatton.

a

Identified.
Police Sergeant Can you give me
a description of the person who ran
over you?"
"Ol can that He had on a fur coat
an' an autymobile cap an' goggles."
.

If Your Eyes Bother You
get a box of PETTIT'S EYE SALVE, old
reliable, most successful eye remedv made
All druggists or HowardBros,, Buffalo, N. Y.

If

had had more to do In
Eden, .perhaps the devil would not
have floored him so soon.
Adam

Mars the Next Field.
There are many who will part from
the north polo with regret. All their
lives it has seemed the one unconquerable salient of nature's fortress, the
very synonym of the impossible goal
of human endeavor. With the pole
Itself succumbing, the world is no
longer the same, and everything seems
within the realm of mortal achievement We must now think of talking with Mars with more respect
The professor's mirrors may prove
any day a reality.
Rough on Rats,unbeatableextermlnatoi
Rough on Hen Lice, Nest Powder, 26c
Rough on Bedbugs, Powder or Liq'd,25c.
Rough on Fleas, Powder or Liquid, 24c.
Rough on Roaches, Pow'd.l5c.,Liq'd,25c.
Rough on Moth and Ants, Powder, 25c.
Rough on Skeeters,agreeabletouse,25c
K. S. Wells. Chemist, Jersey City, N. J.

are on confidential terms
with almost any family you discover
they are terribly hard up.
If

you

Shake Into Your Shoes
Allen's Foot-Easthe antiseptic powder.
It makes tight or new shoes feel easy. It
Is a certain cure for sweating, callous and
hot, tired, aching feet. Always use It to
Break In new shoes. Sold by all Druggists.
25r. Trial package mailed Free. Address
Alien S. Olmsted, LeRoy, Naw York.

Lewis' Single Binder
be wants, a rich,

givsthe smoker
mellow-tastin-

g

what
cigar.

-

.

CARDUI
It Will Help You
Mrs. Charles Brace, of Sweetser.
I WTlte8 :
1 oneue cannot tell how much
Before I beean takino- - Oarrliii T. mnlrl
I
would work awhile and lie down. I shall
ry varum.
uioiiui.

.

Ind.. trierl CarAni
fino
Cardui hñx Anna tnr mo
riWn wrt
not At,
t
always give praise to your I

AT ALL DRUG STORES
A Certain

a Inflamed Eyes.

Cure for sore.weak

MITCHELL'S

&

MAKES THE USE OF DRUGS UHHECSSARYJ

for

SALVE

i

irum

mi5

on th
twmj.
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PflCB.25 CBrrts

DISTEMPER

"aMuoied."
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Pink Eye, EpUootlo
Shipping Fever
& Catarrhal Feves

tonirusv ave on tiiA Blood avnrf ofmndm
i wm uinraaymr m
kuu poeap iiu

uun

auuiuj. iMHWisatiia iiTvswca ifJHD. vinjuianmai
It. P.howtyordrutTiIt.trhowirig.ltfor7oa.
Vnm Booklet.
SPOHN MEDICAL GO..
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Uulep without
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buman btlaa
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a benevolent man
works. Dodsley.

produceth

When a man Is sick he has great
trouble with his wife as to how much
he should eat

Uncertainty

'

The true Christian does a great
many things he does not have to do.

Spearmint

Palm tree prosperity does not
pend upon weather or climate:

de-

-

na

Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pelleta nmUi,
orate atomaoh. User and bowela.
Banr-aeatittarstaasdaav Baay tas aa sandy.

i

KSO COMFaNT
Belldma, Ura Tora

PUBLIC LAND

teeth finer yet
for digestion!

DRAWING

1

ET

WRICLEVSt, kTT1

Bj jfc

PEPSIN GUMHgg

22,000 acres of irrigated Government Land
in Arkansas Valley. Colorado, will be
thrown open for settlement October 21. 1900,
under the Carey Act. Opportunity to gad
an irrigated farm at low coat on easy payments. Only short residence required.
Send for book giving fall iafonnatioa
Two Buttst Irrigation and Reservoir Company

Lamar, Colorado
Cheap Hornea for the Nillioa

It may get so some time that a man
who attends to bis own business will
be called eccentric Dallas News.

Finest indoor sport!
Chewing Wrlgley's

ATtONAl
18112 Trial!.

' iiavor 01if realrmini
leaves is fine for

Guess why the little boy doesn't
chew Wrlgley's Spearmint He hasn't
any that's why!

WHY RCFFKTt FROM A COLD
when a few dropeof Perry Darle' Painkiller
taken
la aotae hot water or milk win prevent HI
Iniac.aJoondaOobotUea
A t all deolara.

A.

In the purchase of
paint materials,
ft is an absoluto
guarantee of pur.
frjr and quality.
For yoar own
protection, see
It it on the aide of
every keg of white lead
you buy.

--

Hamlins Wizard Oil is over fifty years
uiu anu, inte an oía mena, it can De depended upon just as surely as the family
doctor who may be miles away.

S.

This Trade-mar- k
Elimínales All

An

good

IND., U.

SQSHEH,

..1

wWtT

As the rose breatheth
sweetness
from Its own nature, so the heart of

The people who dont want to stay
little must read big books.

that it never counts on

established in thousands of homes, as a safe remedy
for- pain which only women endure. It is reliable,
contains no narmlul ingredients and can be depended on in almost any case.

Don't think Wrlgley's Spearmint
only perfumes the breath and helps
digestion.
It whitens teeth.

The devilish thing about worry Is
God's help.

while.

aa

i.

An observing spinster says It would
keep half a dozen harvesting machine's busy gathering In the crop of
wild oats sown by some young men.

There are imitations, don't be fooled.
There is no substitute! Tell the dealer yon
want Lewis' Single Binder cigar.

chew Wrlgley's Spearmint

1

d

That's your stomach
a

Well, well!

after yon

Are you one of the thousands of wnmeT Turin
suffer from female ailments ? If Aa. rlnn t h A istpm. ..
aged,.go to your druggist and get a bottle of Wine of
Cardui. On the wrapper are full directions for use.
ail
Ta
n.va
Al'
, xrurmg me
last11nail century, Uardui bas been

Two Kinds of Service.
Soldierly Looking Man I've spent
15 years of my life in the service of
my country.
Individual So have I.
What were you in forf"

The time the place and the gum!
The spiritualistic medium finds no
Any time any place that sells Wrlg-ley'- s
hidden treasure except in the pockets
Spearmint
ot the credulous living.
The higher the standard of piety is
Ura. Wlnelow's Soothing Ay rap.
raised, the hotter fire the devil will
or children taw thing, aoflena the guns, red acre n
aya gin, corse wiaacouu. BMaaostia.
open up against it
TTCt tOW CLOTHES ARB fNSIonn.Y.
Keep them white with Red Cross Ball Blue.
All grocers sell large 2 oz. package, 5 cents.

Why Suffer?

It Is a common occurrence nowadays to bear a man remark with disgust: "It is impossible to have good
painting done these days; either the
paint is not good or there are no good
painters." This, however, is not true,
there is good paint, and there are
good painters.
But the question is,
bringing them together.
One cannot expect a satisfactory
painting Job without pure white lead.
There is a way to make sure you are
getting pure white lead without testing It See that the keg bears National Lead Company's famous Dutch
Boy Painter trademark, which la a
positive guarantee of purity. However,
anyone can test white lead. National
Lead Company, 1902 Trinity Bide;.,
New York City, will send you a lead
tester and painter's outfit, consisting
of book of color schemes, specifica
tions, etc., upon request

Atona the,

Kansas City Southern Rjr.

Alabas tine, the

sanitary wall coating, is
guaranteed to cover more
wall surface than any hot
or. cold water kalsomine.
Buy only in packages
labeled

la Missouri, Arkansas,

Oklahoma, Texas
and Louisiana.

Write for copy at "Current Even ta"
Gulf Coast bonk, eta, to
r.CROtSLER, Land Commissioner, K CS Ky,
KANSAS CITY. atO.

WRIS LEY'S

Alabasiiiie
The
Sanitary Wall Coating

Alabaatln la aultable far uaa on plastarsd
walls, wood ceiUnss, brick or canvaa.
Alaba atina la aa alabaster powder ready
to ml. with cold water and apply with
a wall brush.

Try

it

Altan fiL IcerlneHuWecureBChronU-h-erfl-

,

Hun

All Dealers.

i

--

No man can pray right while
The shadow of a trouble Is often
lives wrong.
blacker than the trouble itself.

W. N.

HAIR RESTORER.

Q
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Oklahoma CKy, No.
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Study Range Improvement In
Southwest Forest District.
The government reports say interesting experiments in grass
seeding have just been carried
out by O. Á. Pearson, in charge
of the Forest Experiment Station
on the Coconino National Forest
in central Arizona, with a view
to improving the quality of the
range on the National Forests in
this District.
The Coconino Forests offers an
excellent field for these experiments, since small portionsof the
range have in the past been badly depleted by overgrazing. More
over, the native grasses, as a rule,
in this region start very late in
the spring, with the result that

use our telephone.

Capuano,
On Panna. Ave

Holmes Cleaning Works
E. A. ELLIS, Prop.
109 New York Avenue.

We Lead, the Rest Follow
Cloth I M.

'. Feathers, ote.

Atlaraty

Iww
lint

10,

of
LOGAN LUMBER COMPANY,
Increasing Capital Stock,
No. 6106.
And also, that I have compared the
following cop; of the same, with the
original thereof now on file, and declare
it to be a correct transcript therefrom
and of the whole thereof.
Olveo under my hand and the Great
Seal of tbe Territory of New Meilco, at
the City of Santa Fe, the Capital, on
this fourth dav of September, a. u. lwi
NATHAN JAFFA
Secretary of New Mexico
(seal)
In tbe matter of Increasing tbe Capital
Stock of the Logan Lumber Company
Certificate of Vice President and Sec

No. 8H

QKORGE 0. BRYAN,
Physician and Surgeon
a. Paaaa

laaaiul Piom aj,

13.

ALAMOCORDO.

N. M.

J. R. GILBERT,

R.

D

Omlos, Upstalra la raa Ollhatt BmlMiu.

Ii

AliaotMSt,

Robert NcwtoB

K. M.

Woodwortk

Examinations and report..

W. B. Bates
vs.
M. H. .Dirks

The said defendant, M. H. Dirks,
Is hereby notified tbat a suit In assumpsit
has been commenced against you la tbe
District Court for the County of Otero,
Territory of New Mexico, by said W. B.
Rum on certain promissory notes.
e'nnies of which are made a part of the
rnmnlalnt now on file at this offlce, and
riemarrdlig Judgment In the sum of S250
interest, costs, etc., that unless you
ter nr cause to be entered your appear
sid suit ou or before tbe 11th
snei
day of December. A. D. 1909. decree
Pro Contesso therein will be rendered
against yon

M

References exchanged.
. . .
S7L
W. MILLER.
PHYSICIAN AND SDR0K0H,
Telephone No. 10.

O.
J

NO

W.

TOMPftON,

tartar.
Practice la all coarta and f oyermnit
Depártase u.
Offices. Suite 3 aad. 4 First National Bait
BalMlat-- Alamoordu.

retar,
( has. P. Downs, Clerk.
Frlda M. Eckman, Deputy.
Mexico,
Mew
Territory ot
Frank P. Blair, esq..
j
ot
Otero.
County
Orogrande, New Mexico.
J. O. HOLMES.
We, tba undersigned. F J. Williams,
Attorney for Plaintiff.
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CULL LUMBER for $12.00 per M.

ve have a quantity of this lumber on hand and
disposal of same, so are offering it at this
quick
wish to
of $12.00 per thousand feet. We also carry in stock

a

low-pric-

A General Line of the Better Grade of Lumber,
and handle Lath and Lime etc. Give us a call.

McRae Lumber Company

tut

F.
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H. La Saüe

house in
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Ulamorjordo
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rnogordo. Under the new management
tbe rates have beer) reduced to $2.00 a day
and the service has been improved.

oooo

given to families and
SPECIAL attention
Parties.

Mrs. Bertha B. Neal

each

J. Q. GRANT,
f tba

City Livery and Transfer
Good rigs, carerul drivers and
Is now ready for business.
genteel treatment. Office up town just East of News office

Protect Your Life
and Property with aa
Insurance Policy

A. F. Menger

Pincham'8 Stock of

JlVaprietor

it La.
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Natiuaal Baak BalMlat.

D

See him before you sell your live stock,
Cattle, Hogs, Etc.
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Cash Meat Market
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Is now open for business with a new and
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New Cash Grocery
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Admission to All 10 oants
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Afteracys at Law
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We are showing interesting and educational
pictures. Oome in and spend the evening.
Two shows each evening.

Jarrett

HEKRT ft SHEKKY
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Sewing Machines

Cut Prices

Agcot
Phone
Teijtb St.

Hotel Zeiger

a

ad 10

MENGER

"J

Residence Phone 170

Phone

were represented

Auto aod Gasoline
Electrical Supplies.
Engine Supplies.

General Repair Shop. Wiring Done.

G.
'Phone 56.
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ROUSSEAU,
Cor. lOth and Penn. Ave.
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person or
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and authorized and directed
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follows,
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J. N. BuShey, The Shoe Man
Alaiuogordo, New Mexico
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Jerzykowskl
Merchant Tailor
Quinliven Block.
Custom Tailoring; In latest styles.
Choice Patterns always In stock.
French Dry Cleaning and Repairing according to latest methods.
Ooods guaranteed not to shrink.
Ladies' Goods a specialty . . .

un.

BARRINGER'S

Feetl&LivBfuSt; mu
Fine Camping Ground
nnder cover.

Service
6odAve-Alamo0'

Pennsylvania

,

